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Abstract: One possible way to build rapidly a web site for an organization or one 
of its business units is to collect existing web sites describing parts of 
the organization and to integrate them into a global unified web site. It 
allows the designer to reuse past developing efforts in order to produce 
a web site containing at least the union of the existing web sites. The 
main problem is to define a well-structured integrated web site. By 
analogy with view integration techniques developed in the past, this 
paper describes a method to perform such an integration process. 
Following the development of our approach, we analyze a real-life 
web sites integration and provide some insights on useful aspects of 
web site integration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

New information technologies bring new challenges. Companies have 
to cope with new business drivers as globalization, mergers, 
acquisitions, and process reengineering. To do so, companies exploit 
Internet, build e-commerce applications and develop new and 
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improved web sites. E-commerce applications require a robust 
information technology infrastructure and the ability to rapidly design, 
develop and implement new web sites. In e-commerce era, time is the 
driver and information is the source of innovation. Being the first to 
market new ideas or to propagate a new image after a reorganization 
process or a merger is seen to be crucial. How can a company face 
changing environment and changing strategic plans ? One important 
way is by adapting existing web sites and e-commerce applications. 
Reducing the elapse time of any stage of the development life cycle is 
a way to become more proactive. 

The integration of existing web sites, after a reorganization process 
within the business units of a company or after a merger or an 
acquisition have taken place, is a way to become more responsive to 
fast changing markets. The aim of this paper is precisely to present 
and illustrate the integration process of existing web sites. As for data 
or for schema integration, the web site integration process consists of 
four steps: (i) pre-integration, (ii) comparison, (iii) merging, and (iv) 
restructuring. In this paper, we will concentrate on the critical phases 
of comparison and merging. Our approach emphasizes the 
development of fast web sites integration, using specific algorithms 
based on an Entity-Relationship conceptual schema representing each 
existing web site. Similarities between the web pages and their 
structures is the basis for the merging step. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the approach 
applied to perform web sites integration. Section 3 highlights the 
integration mechanism and its application to a case study. Section 4 is 
devoted to a presentation of the related literature. We conclude in 
Section 5 and present some areas of future research. 

2. THE INTEGRATION APPROACH - STEP BY 
STEP 

Our approach is based on the classical integration schema process 
composed of four main steps [3]: 
- a pre-integration step which aims at transforming the initial 

schemas using a common target conceptual model, 
- a comparison step which leads to the identification of 

correspondences between concepts belonging to the two schemas, 
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a merging step which builds the resulting schema from the two 
source schemas, 
finally, a restructuring or enrichment step to improve the quality of 
the integrated schema. 

This process must be adapted to deal with web site integration 
(Figure 1). This is precisely the aim of this paper. 

Figure 1. The web site integration process 

2.1 Pre-integration step 

The pre-integration step aims at representing the two web sites 
according to a common formalism. This common representation is 
necessary to allow the integrator - human or tool - to compare the 
web site contents. We have defined an Entity-Relationships 
conceptual schema whose instances are web site contents (Figure 2). 
This conceptual schema although simple is relevant for the integration 
process. It can be extended to include other aspects for an extended 
integration process. 
Layout or aesthetic aspects of the sites are not represented since we 
perform a semantic web sites integration. 
In this conceptual schema, a web site is composed of pages. A page 
contains links, either intra-site or extra-site links. Intra-site links may 
be intra-page or inter-page links. A page generally contains different 
text parts, and especially a set of titles structured at different levels. It 
contains also images, forms, lists and tables. In this paper, we consider 
titles, images, free texts, tables, lists, and forms. Other objects, such as 
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sound, video, comments, frames and scripts will be considered in 
future papers. 
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Figure 2. The web site conceptual model 

The pre-integration step is composed of the three following phases: 
The purge of page descriptions. During this phase, the information 
not relevant to the integration process is removed from the page 
descriptions. 
The normalization phase consists in transforming the pages 
containing intra-link pages. The integration process is facilitated 
when web sites are in a canonical form without any intra-page link. 

At the end of this step, the web sites to be integrated define two 
instances of the conceptual schema described above. From each 
instance is constructed a graph whose nodes are web pages or smaller 
components and edges are hypertext links. This graph will be used 
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during the merging step to perform the construction of the resulting 
web site. 

2.2 Comparison step 

The comparison step is conducted by an algorithm which is based on a 
navigation through the web site graphs. It starts with the two top 
nodes, i.e. the two nodes representing the two site welcome pages. At 
each step of the algorithm, the comparison of two web pages is 
performed. This comparison is guided by a matrix of comparable 
pages. We first present below the matrix structure and its generation. 
Secondly, we describe the comparison of pages. 

2.2.1 Generation of the matrix of comparable pages 

The comparison step is the bottle-neck of integration processes. This 
is due to the fact that it requires, in the worst case, a two-by-two 
comparison of all elements of both structures to be integrated. 
Therefore, it is crucial to define heuristics leading to an important 
decrease of the number of comparisons. Pursuing this objective, we 
build a matrix defining, for each couple of pages belonging to the two 
sites, whether these pages are to be compared. 

In [12], we proposed an algorithm aiming at extracting from a set of 
relational tuples, the different entity-types embedded in the relation. 
This process allowed us to deduce entities and generalization links 
between them. In this paper, we adapt this algorithm to build classes 
of comparable web pages: 
Let n be the number of structures taken into account by the integration 
process (for example, n=4 if we consider texts, titles, images and 
forms). Let Pagel be the set of the first web site pages and Page2 the 
set of the second web site pages. Let F be a function defined as 
follows: 

F: Page 1 u Page2 -1 1} x {a, 1} x ....... x {a, 1 
ntimes 
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P H (vI, v2, ..... , vn) 

where vk = ° if the page P does not contain any structure of k type 

vk =1 otherwise. 

The image of Page 1 u Page2 using F is a subset of {O, I} x {O, I} x 
... x {O, I} 
Let R be the relation whose n domains are {O, I} representing the n 
structure types taken into account. 
The algorithm sketched above and described in [12] is performed on R 
leading to an ISA hierarchy. In this hierarchy, an entity puts together 
web pages having at least one common structure type. If two web 
pages share several structure types, they will be present together in 
several entities and submitted to several comparisons. Notice that, in a 
same entity, web pages may belong to the same site. Obviously the 
comparison process will only compare pages grouped in a same entity 
but extracted from the two different sites. 
The result of this phase is a two-dimension matrix C. A component 
Ci,j contains the set of structures shared by the i-th page of the first 
site and the j-th page of the second site. If this set is empty, the pages 
are not compared. Their similarity is null. 

2.2.2 Similarity derivation 

The comparison step aims at defining, for each pair of comparable 
pages, a degree of similarity. This similarity is deduced from the 
aggregation of similarities between common type structures contained 
in the two pages. Therefore, we describe first the elementary 
similarities, measuring the common features of two structures, for 
example two texts or two images. Secondly, we propose an 
aggregation of these similarities in order to attain a decision for each 
pair of web pages by answering the following query: do these two web 
pages share enough common features to be considered as equivalent 
and merged into a unique one ? 

The comparison of structures is based on several criteria. The 
criteria are different for each structure type. They are defined at 
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different detail levels. For example, the comparison of two pages 
starts with the comparison of their paragraph titles. If these sets are 
found semantically similar, we compare their hierarchical levels- a 
sub-title level 3 in the first site is compared to all the second site sub
titles. If both paragraph title sets are identical and paragraph title 
levels are identical, we compare the titles of the pages. If paragraph 
title sets, paragraph title levels and title pages are two by two 
identical, then the two pages will be considered as equivalent for this 
title criteria. The similarity is, in this case, equal to 100%. On the 
contrary, two pages having no common title paragraph set and no 
common title page will be considered as dissimilar. The similarity is 
then equal to 0%. 

The similarity degree between two web pages according to each 
structure type is established by a rule set described in a decision table. 
Notice that these numerical values aim only at defining a total order 
between similarity cases. Table A tackles with Text structure type .. 
Table B describes similarities between list structures. Table Cl and 
C2 contains the rule set for the structure type Title 

RU\..ES 
COMPARISON CRllERlA 

PI .nd P2 hillW: the same leU of piltlanph texts x 
x 

o 

The set of pilnIIIgrapilleXlJ or Dne page h included into Ihc l ei or Ihe ocher page 
COMPARISON LEVEL NII---...:......:-..--.......::..-------...:......:-..-I---+--+--+-i 

'The set of p;araf,raph tntl of PI IIInd P2 common p."gnph texts x 
x 

.': ':"" ':'.':'.',.,': ':':':.,.,':'. ':':.;.,':':.,,: :,.,.,:,;,: ,.,.",' ,;,:,:" ",;,;",:"" ,'.: .. , .. ;.;.:':'.', .. :·:·· "' .......... :10: •••••• ,.,. :'. '.' •••• 

RESULT 'The limili;Jrity degrt::c between ,,00 P2 100.0 66.7 ll.l 0.0 

Table A. The rule set for structure type Text 
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COMPARISON CRITERIA 

PI UJi P2 have lbe 5oame.liC.t5 ohuu. (omposm, 
the:itlisu 

The sel of texIS c:omposinr, the li5u of one Pile i1 
inc:hlded In (he one composing the lists of the Other 

NIlpo,c 

C The sets of texts composing thl= lilts of the. two 
a pigel liIIre not di!ojOllll 
M 
P 
A 

1be SeU of the lisu. of (he two 
pales au disjoint 

10 9 

x x 

RULES 

6 2 

x x 

x x x x 

x x 

a 

x 

.. ::: .. ·rzl.·.·.·.rzl·.·.·.:::·."':::·.·.·rzl.·.· .. .... rzl.'.'.·.q· .. :::· :q .. .. ·::: .. ·Z.·.·.,rzl·.·.·.p·.·.·.E, ...... ... 
s 
o 

Any 2 IC)!.tS, common to lhe 2 pilaU, .iJ"e in Lhc 
• .,.., u." in lhe: 1 P"lIc, 

x x X 

N 
x x x X X X X Any 2 texIS, common to Ihe 2 pagu I nol 

L necenarily in the lame tun. in lhe 2 Plies 

p .. ·$.!lsm!lml:::.·.·.·:lll.·.·.·.:::·.· ... :lll.·.·.·.:::·.·.·.·rzJ.·.·.·.:::·······rzJ·,,·:::·w:lll.,. ..... ·:lll.·.·.·.*·.·.·.,:m·.·.·.m·m>' .::: ...... :lll ....... $ ....... !l: .. ""$E!$zq 
E 
L 

for moll ti." of PI . any 2 ... " of 1M .. tis" art in 
the sam: luts of P2 

N For rmst tists of PI. ,any 2 fexUi of toole lists are 
nol in (be ume 1i115 or P2 

For alilisu. of P 1. ilD)' 2 texiS of Ihose (i.r;u I1'e in 2 
Li!us of P2 

x X 

X x 

X X 

.' ........... :.: ... ·:·:·:·x·".;.:·:·:· .... ·,·,·:·.·:-.' ,',',',',., .•.•.•.•• ' ...... " 
R 
E 
S 
U 
L 
T 

Th< similarity degree belw .. n PI and P2 100.0 90.0 SO.O 70.0 60.0 50.0 40.0 30.0 20.0 

Table B. The rule set for structure type List 
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COMPAR ISON CRITERIA 

P I and P2 ha .. 0 .. ,1ll1l< "'L< ofparugrup/llil le, 

The s.:! or """,graph .i.ks or 01'1< page i. i"cludell in .he 

NI paroJTOph lilies so. of 0.. oo..r page 

11le: se ts of panlgruph titles of PI ilild P2 Illl.ve 00l1Uml1 titles 

The5OL< or parogrop/l .itks orPI •• '" P2 ate disjoint 

,., ..... -... -•..... ,.,. ........ , .. ,,' .•.......... , .. ' .. , .... -... '.' .... '.' .... :-:-:-.-...... '.'.'.'.'.'.' .... , 
The <ammn parognpl' tille. of PI OJ'" P2 "'" of 0.. .ome 
Ie\fel 

Mo .. oro.. commn parogl11p/1 title. or P I ""oj P2 are oro.. 
same: level 

N 
Mosl of <he <ommn parogrup/llille' orPI ond P2 .re of 
different le..,el 

The <O'TmOIl Paruirnph ulle. of P I and P2 "'" of differen l 
level 

.............. -................................................................... -... -..... ' ... .. . _ ...... _.- ......... .. ', .•.. -.. 
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E 
S 
U 
L 
T 

PI el P'2 have the same pDle dtlt:l 

P I •• P2 00,,' 00.., page .ilk. 

The oimilorily degree helwee" PI and P2 

RUUlS 

2j 2< n 22 21 10 19 II 17 

X X X )( )( X )( )( 

)( 

.. ,',',',",',",',',., .... ........ 
X X X 

x x 

x )( 

X X 

. -.-... -.-... -, ...• -.-.,.-.,." ........... -... -.-, ...... ' .. , .•... , . .. ,' ..... ' ....... .............. 

X X X X X 

X X X X 

100 96 92 II 10 76 

Table Cl. The rule set for structure type Title 
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RUL.f.S 
COMPAAISON CRITERIA 

12 11 10 9 

Pl and P2 luI\'t the s...me Sl!!l$ of paraiuph lities 

The set of paraanph thles of one paie a i.nc.luded in Ehe 
C N I pilf'ilJ,raph litle-s set of.he other pille 

x X X 

o The sets of para£Tilph titles of PI P2 ha'lo'e colTVDOn litlei x X X X X X X X 
M 

P The •• " of p",agrap" ,;,1<. of PI and P2 are di.jou.. :I= .. ;t ... :;:;: .... ;:; ....... ;;] ...... ;;] ....... ;:; ...... ;:; ....... ;: ...... ;;] .. :;:;:;:;==:;:;:;:;========!¢, ... ;;] ..... .. ,.;:;.: ... ...... ;:;.w·9:·····;:;· ···:;·· .... =···· .. .... ··=····:;· .... = ....... ...... ......... . x X 

I !be common p:ifilafaph litles of PI P2 arc of.he: nmc x X 
S I<vel 

o MO$I of the conunon par.llan1ph titles of P I IlJld P2 Ire of the 
N un'£: level 

x X 

L MOlt of lhe common pmgraph til In of PI P2 Ire of 
diff.rent 1e",1 

X x X 
E 
V TIle common part&,.."'ph lilieS of PI and P2 lIe of different x X x X 
E 1e""1 
L ... ,w.,.. ,w"" ........... .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.w .. · .. · . ...,. 

PI t l P2 have the !iilme piI,e (ille! x )( X X )( X 

X X X X x x X 

E 

C The ,imilari,y dell« belween PI and P2 

L 

.. .. .., J6 J2 28 24 20 16 12 S 

1. 

Table C2. The rule set for structure type Title (continued) 

The result of this step is stored in n matrices SJ, Sz, ." Sn, one for each 
structure type. The component (i,j) of matrix Sk is the degree of 
similarity between the i-th page of first web site and the j-th page of 
second web site according to the k-th structure type. 

Using this combination of matrices, we constitute a global matrix in 
which each component measures the global similarity of the i-th page 
of first web site and j -th page of second web site as a weighted mean 
of structure similarities. The weights are determined by the designer at 
the beginning of the process based on the two main factors: 

the confidence of the designer in the structure types. If he knows 
that the original web sites interest is mainly due images whose 
logical arrangement did not obey to clear rules, he will assign a 
low value to title weight and a high value to image weight. 
the context of integration. If the web sites to be integrated describe 
similar organizations that have to be merged, the title weight must 
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be high to give importance to the global structure and to maximize 
the consistency of the resulting web site structure. 

2.3 Merging step 

The comparison step leads to the elicitation of similarities between the 
web pages. The merging step will be guided by these similarities. Low 
values will be ignored. High values will lead to the merging of 
corresponding structures and pages. More precisely, the merging step 
is divided into two phases. The first phase is a pre-merging one. It 
aims at deciding the merging to be performed. The result of this first 
phase is a set of web pages pairs to be merged. The second phase is a 
unification process based on this set. The result is an instance of the 
conceptual schema described above (Figure 2). 

2.3.1 Pre-fusion step 

The merging of web pages is based on the global similarity matrix. 
Page P1•i (i-th page of the first site) can be merged with Page P2,j U-th 
page of the second site) if the global similarity between the two pages 
is superior to a given threshold. This threshold may be fixed by the 
designer at the beginning of the integration process. Another possible 
way is to define a threshold for each structure type. This second 
possibility allows the designer to control more precisely the 
comparison criteria. These two possibilities lead to two integration 
modes: a standard mode in which a global threshold is used, and a 
customized mode in which the merging is based both on a global 
threshold and on structure thresholds. Let's consider a pair of pages 
(P,P') characterized by a global similarity of 40%. These similarities 
are deduced from a 60% title similarity and a 0% image similarity. A 
global threshold of 20% will conclude to the merging of P and P'. 
However, if an image threshold of 10% is required, P and P' are not 
merged. 

In the worst case, the pre-merging step may lead to the following 
conclusion: no merging is possible. In all other cases, two situations 
may occur: 
Case 1. Several pages may be merged into a unique page. 
Case 2. Several pages may be merged with several pages in the other 

web site. 
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Although the first case is not trivial, the second one is much more 
complicated. It requires a decision concerning the mergers to perform. 
We defined several merging scenarios. The choice of a scenario will 
depend on the integration strategy. For example, suppose the 
comparison of three pages in the first site with four pages in the 
second site leads to the following global similarity matrix: 

P21 P22 P23 P24 
PH 60% 40% 00% 00% 
P12 60% 30% 60% 00% 
P13 50% 00% 00% 00% 

If the global threshold is equal to 10% and if the designer chose a 
standard integration, we have six different possible mergers. They are 
represented in the following bipartite graph in which the arcs are 
labelled with global similarities between web pages (Figure 3). 

SITE I SITE 2 

Figure 3. Example of similarity calculus 

Depending on the integration context, the decision in such a 
situation may be different. For example, let's suppose that the 
objective of the integration is to include the web site S 1 in the web site 
S2. For example, web site 2 is the product catalog of a company and 
web site 1 is a general documentary database about the products. The 
objective of the integration is to enrich the web site S2 by all the Sl 
relevant pages. In such a case, if a page P belonging to S 1 is similar to 
several S2 web pages, it will be merged with the most similar page of 
S2. In this case, the set of mergers is limited to those mentioned in 
Figure 4b. This integration context can be compared to the strategy of 
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preferred view proposed by Navathe to deal with conflicts between 
schemas to be integrated [3]. 

I a) Ca .. wh"e .I'e II. pre/erred I b) Ca.e where si,e 2 is pre/erred 

B--- 6----

S I S2 S I S2 

Figure 4. Cases where a site is preferred 

To avoid redundancies in the resulting site, a number of merge-able 
pages must be discarded. In Figure 3, P21 is equally similar to Pll 
and P12. We can't merge both P21 with Pll and with P12. The 
solution is to provide the designer with the two scenarios described at 
Figure 5. 

((I) .rclllltrio J 

SI S2 51 S2 

Figure 5. Two integration scenarios 
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If the designer opts for scenario 1, the resulting site will be composed 
of three pages: 

the result of P21 and P22 integrated with PI1, 
the result of P23 and P12 integration, 
and page P 13. 

In brief, in such a context, the merging algorithm is the one 
sketched at Figure 6. 

Algorithm! 

Input : Possible_Merges = Gmph resulting from the choice of integration type (standard or rustomized) 
Output: Merges_To_Be_Performed : the set of merger.; in which a merger is a pair composed of one 

page of site I and one page of site 2. 

Begin 
/* Reduce PossibleJlwrges size according to the chosen strategy */ 

For each node P of Possible_Merges such that P does not belong to the preferred site Do 
Max = max (similarities between P and other pages a<lsociated with P in Possible_Merges) 
For each node P' linked to P Do 

If similarity (P,P') is less than Max 
Then delete from Possible_Merges the vertex (P,P') 
Endif 

End for 
Endfor 

/* Compute the set of merging scenarios to be peiformed */ 
Liste_Scenarios=0 
Give an identifier to each vertex of the graph Possible_Irerges. 
Let Identifier.; be the resulting set of identifier.; 
Foreach node P of Possible_Merges such thatP does not belong to the preferred site Do 

Liste_Scenarios= Liste_Scenarios x Identifier.;. 
ElUlfor 

/* Determine the mergers to be performed */ 

End 

Let the designer choose one scenario in Liste_Scenarios. 
Let Scenario be the selected scenario. 
Compute Merges_To _BcPerforIred by replacing in Scenario each element (\\hich is an identifier of 
a vertex) by the associated vertex. 

Figure 6. First merging algorithm 

Let's consider the case where the integrator does not have a preferred 
site. For example, a company wants to merge two business units and 
considers their two web sites as equivalent. In such a case, the set 
Merges_To_Be_Performed is not transformed. On the contrary, in the 
case of a preferred site, in order to avoid redundancies, mergers have 
to be sorted. The order criterion is based on similarity degrees. First 
most similar pages are merged. The process ends with the unification 
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of lower similarity pages. At each step of merging, a given page 
cannot be unified if it has already be merged with another page. In the 
example sketched at Figure 1, the first and unique unification will deal 
with PII, PI2, P2I and P22 merging. 
In the case where there is no preferred site, the merging choice 
algorithm is given at Figure 7 : 

Algorithm 2 

Input: Possible_Merges = Graph resulting from the choice of integration type (standard or customized) 
Output: Merges_To_Be_Perfonned : the set of mergers decided by the algorithm 

Begin 
Merges_To_Be_Performed = 0 
While there is at least one vertex in Possible_Merges Do 

Max = max (similarity of vertices in Possible_Merges) 
Extract from Possible_Merges the sub-graph G whose vertices are all labeled with Max value 
Compute Merges = a set of strong components of G 
Let Component be a strong component of G 
For each of Mergers Do 

For each Merger in Merges_To_Be_Performed Do 
= - Merger 

Endfor 
Endfor 
Merges_To_Be_Performed = Merges_ To_Be_Performed u 
Renx:lVe from Possible_Merges all vertices contained in G 

Endwhile 
End 

Figure 7. Second merging algorithm 

In the pre-merging description, we have sketched the case of two 
integration strategies (standard vs. customized) to be combined with 
two integration situations (case where a site is preferred and case 
where the two sites are equally considered). Other integration 
strategies and situations require adaptations of previous algorithms. 

2.3.2 The integration or merging 

This phase starts with the result of the previous pre-merging 
algorithm. It also depends on the integration strategy and the 
integration situation (or context) which allow the designer or the 
CASE tool to define the resulting instance of the conceptual schema 
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representing the integrated web site. If we are in the context of a 
preferred site, this instance is the preferred web site instance enriched 
with merge-able pages of the other web site. The graph representing 
the navigational model of the web site is also based on the original 
preferred web site graph. However, several links are added to this 
graph. 
Suppose that we integrate sites S 1 and S2 and that S 1 is the preferred 
site. Suppose that P2i is a page from S2 that must be merged with a 
page Pli from Sl. At least five different cases may occur (Figure 8): 
- Case (a): P2i contains an intra-site link towards P2j. P2j is also a 

page of S2 and P2j has no correspondent in SI, that means P2j 
won't undergo any merge with a page from S 1. 

- Case (b): P2i contains an intra-site link towards P2j. P2j is also a 
page of S2, which is to be merged with the page Plj from Sl. 

- Case (c): P2i contains an extra-site link towards a page not located 
in Sl. 

- Case (d): P2i contains an extra-site link towards a page Plj from 
SI, different from Pli. 

- Case (e): There is an extra-site link from P2i to Pli and the pair 
(Pli, P2i) must be merged. 
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Cast (a) 

Sile SI Sile S2 

Cnu(d) 

Sile SI SileS2 

Cnsdb) Cns. (e) 

Sile SI SileS2 Sile SI SileS2 

Cnse(e) Legtnd 

- Fusion link 

-+ Nav/gal/(maiiillk 

Sile SI Sile S2 

Figure 8. Interaction between mergings and hypertext links 
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For each case, an integration is proposed at Figure 9. For example, in 
case (a), the intra-site link from P2i to P2j is added to the set of links 
issued from Pli and becomes an extra-site link. 

cast/a) solution Cnu (b) solulion Cast C solution Cas. (dJ solution Cast (t)solurion 

Enriched Sill: S I Enriched Sill: SI Enriched SilO SI Enriched Sile SI Enriched She SI 

I..tgend -.. Navigaliollllilink 

Figure 9. Integration with preferred site Sl 
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In the case where the integration does not privilege one site, the 
conceptual schema instance for the resulting site is the union of 
original site instances, except the hypertext links. The graph of the 
resulting site is elaborated by defining a solution for each case of 
Figure 8. The solutions are describes at Figure 10. For example, if no 
site is preferred and if we are in case (a), an intra-site link from the 
page resulting from the union of Pli and P2i to the page P2j is 
generated. 

case faJ :'1olU/ioll Case (bJ solutioll Case ,'IiOII4Ro,. Cas< (d) solUlion Cnso (o)Jo/"riO" 

51 u52 51 u52 51 u52 51 u52 51 u52 

Figure 10. Integration without preferred site 

Moreover, if the welcome pages of both sites were not sufficiently 
similar to be merged, a new welcome page is added to the resulting 
site. Its structure is limited to a page title "Welcome page" and to two 
intra-site links directed towards the two original welcome pages. 

2.4 Restructuring step 

This step must be conducted by the designer. Its objective is to 
improve the resulting web site. It consists in scanning the resulting 
web site. This analysis may lead to several transformations. For 
example: 

the navigation through the web site may reveal inconsistencies, for 
example a bad title hierarchical structure, 
cyclic graphs in a web site are obviously authorized. However, 
small cycles are to be avoided, 

- if the designer detects a page containing redundant images 
(different sizes, different colors, different viewpoints but too many 
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similarities), he will generally eliminate one of the two redundant 
images. 

Our concern here is only about the content of the resulting web site. 
The definition of layout and aesthetic features can be delegated to a 
webmaster. 
We have described in this section the main concepts of our web site 
integration approach. The next section is an illustration based on a 
real-life example. 

3. ILLUSTRATION 

This case study is related to the integration of two real-life web sites. 
However, we have substituted the names and largely simplified the 
contents. The first site (Site 1) is associated with a private training 
science institute located in Champagne-Ardennes. The second site 
(Site 2) describes a similar institute dedicated to computer science 
training located in Bordeaux. We suppose that these two institutes 
merge. Our aim is to perform the integration of their web sites. The 
navigational models of these two sites are presented at Figure 11. 

Navigational model of SITE I Navigational model of SITE 2 

Figure 11. Navigational models of the two sites 

The two sites pages are described in Annex B according to the 
grammar given in Annex A.The integration first requires the calculus 
of elementary similarities between comparable pages. The result of the 
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comparison of SITEI pages with SITE2 pages, is given below, 
structure type by structure type: 
1. Regarding image, table and form structures, every page of SITE2 

is 0% similar to every page of SITEI 
2. Regarding the text structure: 

- pages P2,6 and P2,7 of SITE2 are 67% similar to page Pl,8 
of SITE 1 , 

- page P2,8 of SITE2 is 34% similar to page Pl,9 of SITEl. 
3. Regarding the title structure: 

- page P2,3 of SITE2 is 4% similar to page Pl,9 of SITE 1 , 
- page P2,4 of SITE2 is 96% similar to page Pl,8 of SITEI 
- page P2,8 of SITE2 is 40% similar to page Pl,9 of SITEl. 

4. Regarding the list structure: 
- page P2,3 of SITE2 is 10% similar to page Pl,6 of SITE 1 , 
- page P2,4 of SITE2 is 100% similar to page PI,8 of SITEl. 

To define the global similarity between pages of the two sites, we use 
the following weights: 
- 4 for the text structure, 
- 3 for the title structure, 
- 2 for the list structure, 
- 1 for the form structure, 
- 0 for the table, form and picture structures. 
Our choice is motivated by the fact that educational sites use 
extensively text information but give little importance to tables and 
pictures. 
A standard integration using the weights and the structure similarities 
leads to the possible mergers represented at Figure 12. 
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SITE I SITE 2 

Figure 12 Graph ofpossibJe merges 

We have supposed that the global similarity threshold is equal to 1%. 
Let's consider successively three different integration contexts: 
Context 1: SITEl is preferred to SITE2. In this case: 

- all the pages of SITE1 will be maintained in the resulting 
web site, 
- Pl,6 will be enriched by page P2,3, 
- PI,8 will be enriched by the pages P2,4, P2,6 and P2,7 

Context 2: SITE2 is preferred to SITEl. In this case: 
- all the pages of SITE2 will be maintained in the resulting 
web site, 
- P2,4 will be enriched by page PI,8 
- P2,8 will be enriched by page PI,9 
- P2,3 will be enriched by page PI,6 

Context 3: None of the two sites is preferred. In this case: 
- P2,4 will be merged with PI,8 
- P2,8 will be merged with PI,9 
- P2,3 will be merged with P1,6 
- the remaining pages of SITEI and SITE2 will be maintained 
in the resulting web site 
- a welcome page is added to the resulting web site. 

In each context, the corresponding navigational model is generated. 
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4. RELATED WORKS 

To the best of our knowledge, there is no literature about web site 
integration. However several research themes deal with related 
problems. First, view integration methodologies can be considered as 
a good framework to help in structuring a web site integration 
approach. Second, we summarize the state-of-the-art concerning web 
site conceptual modelling even if not all web site conceptual schemas 
can be used to compare and merge web sites. Ontology restructuring 
aims at building a unique ontology starting from different ones. In the 
same way, there is an analogy between an ontology structure and a 
web site organization. This analogy can be used to improve our web 
site integration approach. Let us mention works about Enterprise 
Applications Integration. However, this field is concerned with 
practical interfacing of applications. We claim that a semantic 
integration leads to higher quality web sites. 
View integration methodologies aim at defining a sequence of steps 
leading from two or more conceptual schemas to a unique one 
representing the whole structure of data represented in the initial 
schemas [3, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 20]. It is particularly useful when 
organizations hold data in a variety of database systems. In all 
proposed approaches, the main problem mentioned remains the 
schema comparison, that is how can we make more automatic as well 
as more semantic the confrontation of objects in order to establish 
their similarities [18]. Web sites represented with conceptual schemas 
can be integrated if main semantic information about web site content 
and structure is captured by these schemas. 
As pointed out by [2], it is probably the case that, in a few years, all 
information systems will be web-based. This new generation of web 
information systems requires to adapt conceptual modeling 
approaches. There is a need for web site conceptual modeling. [6] 
described a conceptual modeling approach to extracting and 
structuring data from the web. They proposed a conceptual model 
instance providing the relationships among the objects of interest, the 
cardinality constraints for these relationships, a description of the 
possible strings that can populate various sets of objects, and possible 
context keywords. Like a number of data models that have been 
developed during the last years, this approach aims at extracting data 
from the web [7]. They focus on inter-document structures, with little 
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attention to intra-document structures. As a consequence, they 
represent the web data at a very low level. [13] proposed a conceptual 
for HTML that is able to represent any complex hierarchical structure 
within the web document at a high level that is close to human 
conceptualization of the documents. They also described how to 
convert HTML documents based on this conceptual model. [1] uses 
the UML notation to describe the content and the structure of XML 
documents. A meta-model is proposed. Each instance is a schema of 
classes representing an XML document. A class in the schema can 
either represent objects described in the document or contain some 
information, called meta-data, associated with the description of the 
type of structures (images, videos, texts, etc.) used in the document. 
However these conceptual models are not convenient for our 
integration problem. 
Central to the web documents is the concept of an ontology. The latter 
codifies a shared and common understanding of some domain. An 
ontology specifies the fundamental objects and relations among them. 
As a consequence, ontology restructuring can be useful for the 
integration process. [16] have outlined a scalable framework for a 
system that enables interoperation between knowledge sources to 
answer user queries. In their paper, [11] described a method 
supporting semi-automatic ontology acquisition from corporate 
Intranet of a company. A method to build domain ontologies from 
texts is presented by [17]. [5] discussed how hierarchical clustering 
algorithms can be employed to automatically construct basic 
ontologies. [21] reviewed the use of ontologies for the integration of 
heterogeneous information sources. They showed how to use 
ontologies for the identification and association of semantically 
corresponding information concepts. Finally, [4] presented a general 
framework for ontology integration within semantic web applications. 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

In this paper, we presented an approach for integration web sites 
which can be seen as a part of an integration methodology for 
ontologies. We concentrate on the situation that arises when a 
company is facing reorganization of its business units or is involved in 
merger or acquisition operation. In such a situation, the company must 
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show an ability to rapidly develop a new web site integrating the main 
features of the existing web sites. The integration process follows a 
top-down approach based on a Entity-Relationship conceptual 
representation of each existing web site. A four-step integration 
process is applied. The emphasis is put on the comparison and 
merging steps for which relevant heuristics are proposed. Our 
objective is to minimize the designer's effort by automating as much 
as possible these two main phases. 

Our approach tackles for the first time the difficult problem of web 
site integration. It also proposes a formal and automatic integration 
process. It ensures that most of the treatments involved are automated. 
It allows the designer to reuse existing web site and perform rapidly 
an integration process. 

We described a ftrst cut methodology which needs some 
reftnements, in particular for the measures. This refinement will be 
conducted by an extensive experimentation of the proposed approach 
on several real-life web sites, thus allowing us to evaluate the quality 
of the approach. This paper concentrates on HTML document 
integration. Another further research is to generalize the approach to 
any document type (eg. XML) including comparison of heterogeneous 
web sites. Tools performing texts and images analysis are needed. 
Finally, integrating these tools within a framework of an appropriate 
ontology will facilitate the semi-automatic integration process. 
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ANNEXA. 

PAGE DESCRIPTION: <address page> 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITLE STR UCTURE 
PAGE TffLE: <page title>; 
PARAGRAPH TITLE: BEGIN {(<title text>, <title level») END 

TEXT PARAGRAPH STRUCTURE BEGIN {<paragrnph text» END 
PICTURE STRUCTURE BEGIN {«@picture>,<picturetitle>,<picturelegend») END 
FORM STRUCTURE BEGIN {«form title>, {<elerrent narre>))J END 
LIST STRUCTURE 
BEGIN {BEGIN {«list text>, <position of the text in the list») END} END 

TABLE STRUCTURE 
BEGIN { BEGIN 

END 
PAGE END. 

TITLE: <table title> 
TEXT: <as sociated text> 
LEGEND: <associated legend> 
COLUMNS TffLES: {«colurm title text>, <colurm number>, < colurm number ») 
ROWS TITLES: {(<row title text>, <row number>, <roW number») 
TABLE ELEMENTS: {«elerrent text>, <TOW number>, <column number») 

END} 

Figure 13. The grammar used to describe site pages 
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ANNEXB. 

PAGE DESCRIITlON: P2,l 
PAGEBEGlN 

TITLE STRUcrURE 
PAGE TITLE: Private Computer Science Institute of Bordeaux 
PARAGRAPH TITLE BEGIN {( Private Computer Science Institute of Bordeaux, I)} END 

PICTURE STRUCTURE BEGIN (@pictureI, null, null) END 
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LIST STRUCTURE BEGIN { (presentation of the Private Computer Science Institute of Bordeaux, I); 
(Training units, 2); (Knowledge validation, 3); 

END 
PAGE END. 

PAGE DESCRIITlON: P2,2 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITLE STRUcrURE 
PAGE TITLE: Registration; 

(Registration,4) } 

PARAGRAPH TITLE BEGIN {(How to register, I), 

END 

(Trainings are opened tOctober 3n1 2001 for a week, 2), 
(Relevant registration documents, 2), (Registration fees, 2)} 

PICTURE STRUCTURE BEGIN {(@picturel,null,null,), (@picture2,null,pcsi@bordeaux.fr)END 
LIST STRUCTURE BEGIN 

PAGE END. 

{(identity document, I), (diploma, 2), (employer certificate, 3») 
((Individual fees: 500 F, I), (registration by a employer, 1000 F)} 

END 

PAGE DESCRIITlON: P2, 3 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITLE STR UcrURE 
PAGE TITLE: Training units 
PARAGRAPH TITLE BEGIN (Training units, I), (Option Training I , 2), (OptionTraining2, 2») END 

LIST STRUCTURE 
BEGIN (Unitl, I), (Unit2, 2), (Unit3, 3)}; (Unit4, I), (UnitS, 2») END 

PAGE END. 

PAGE DESCRIITlON: P2,4 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITLESTRUcrURE 
PAGE TITLE: Knowledge validation 
PARAGRAPH TITLE BEGIN (Knowledge validation, I) END 

LlSTSTRUcrURE BEGIN (text!, I), (text2, 2)} END 
PAGE END. 

Figure 14. Description of the pages of SITE2 
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PAGE DESCRIPTION: P2,5 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITLE STRUCTURE 
PAGE TITLE: Presentation of the Private Computer Science Institute of Bordeaux 
TEXT PARAGRAPH STRUCTURE 

BEGIN (The PCSIB is an institute of computer science - a French certified institute) END 
PICTURE STRUCTURE 

BEGIN {«@picture3>, the institute location in the map of the area, null)) END 
PAGE END. 

PAGE DESCRIPTION: P2,6 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITLE STRUCTURE 
TEXT PARAGRAPH STRUCTURE 

BEGIN 
{if you want to be exempted from one or more training units, you must fill the application form) 

END 
PAGE END 

PAGE DESCRIPTION: P2,7 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITLE STRUCTURE 
TEXT PARAGRAPH STRUCTURE 

BEGIN 
{If you can justify at least 5 years of wOIk related to the dlOsen trnining, you can fill an application 
form that will pemaps exempt you from one or many training units. Your application fonn will be 
examined by a specialized commission. } 

END 
PAGE END 

PAGE DESCRIPTION: P2,8 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITLE STRUCTURE 
PARAGRAPH TITLE BEGIN {(goal, 2), (program, 2), (references, 2) END 

TEXT PARAGRAPH STRUCTURE 
BEGIN 

{"objective text", "program text", "bibliography text"} 
END 

PICTURE STRUCTURE BEGIN {(@picture2, ,pcsi@bordeaux.fr))END 
TABLE STRUCTURE 

{ 
BEGIN 

ROWS TI1LES : (unitl,l, 2) 
T ABLE POSITIONS: {(CourseAO, 1. 1), (Hours, 1,2), (Option, 2, 1), 2, 2)) 

END 
} 

PAGE END. 

Figure 15. Description of the pages of SITE2 (continued) 
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PAGE DESCRIPTION: PI,I 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITlE STRUCIURE 
PAGE TIllE: The private institute of science of Champagne-Ardennes 
PARAGRAPH TIllE 

BEGIN (The private institute of science in Champagne-Ardennes, I) END 
PICTURE STRUCTURE BEGIN (@picturelO, null, null)} END 
LIST STRUCTURE 

BEGIN 
{(ThePICS in Champagne-Ardennes, I), (training via internet, 2), 
(The research laboratory, 3), (infonnation request, 4)} 

END 
PAGE END. 

PAGE DESCRIPTION: PI,2 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITlE STRUCIURE 
PAGE TIllE: Form for information request; 
TEXT PARAGRAPH STRUCTURE 

BEGIN {infonnation request fonn, identification, information request, message} END 
FORM STRUCTURE 

BEGIN 
(information request form, (name and first name, e-mail, address, training via internet, 
training, research labomtory, question content}) 

END 
PAGE END. 

PAGE DESCRIPTION: PI,3 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITlE STRUCIURE 
PAGE TIllE: The private institute of science of Champagne-Ardennes 
PARAGRAPH TIllE BEGIN (the PICS in Champagne, I)} END 

LIST STRUCTURE 
BEGIN 

(tminings, I), (qualifications, 2), (exemptions and knowledge validation, 3)} 
END 

PAGE END. 

PAGE DESCRIPTION: PI,4 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITlE STRUCIURE 
PAGE TITlE: The research labomtory; 
TEXT PARAGRAPH STRUCTURE 

BEGIN 
( the research laboratory of the private institute of science of Champagne-Ardennes) 

END 
PICIURE STRUCIURE BEGIN (@picturell, null, page under construction) END 

PAGE END. 

PAGE DESCRIPTION: PI,5 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITlE STRUCIURE 
TEXT PARAGRAPH STRUCTURE BEGIN {"PICS 11, street Bernard, Champagne-Ardennes 

Phone 4898 57 20 " } END 
PICTURE STRUCTURE BEGIN (@pictureIO, training via internet in Champagne Ardennes, null)} END 
LIST STRUCTURE BEGIN {(training guide, I), (programs, 2)} END 

PAGE END. 

Figure 16. Description of the pages of SITE! 
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PAGE DESCRIPTION: P,16 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITLE STRUCTURE 
PAGE TITLE: training's; 
PARAGRAPH TIlLE BEGIN {(electronic, I), (computer science, 2)} END 

LIST STRUCTURE 
BEGIN {(Unitl, I), (Unit2, 2)} {(Unit6, I), (Unit7, 2)} END 

PAGE END. 

PAGE DESCRIPTION: PI,? 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITLE STRUCTURE 
PAGE TIlLE: certificates; 
PARAGRAPH TIlLE BEGIN {(certificates, I), (electronics, 2), (computer science, 2)} END 

LIST STR UCTURE 
BEGIN {(certificate 1, I), (certificate2,2) ....... } 

END 
PAGE END. 

{(certificate3, I), (certificate4, 2) ....... } 

PAGE DESCRIPTION: Pl,8 
PAGE BEGIN 

TITLE STRUCTURE 
PARAGRAPH TITLE BEGIN {(knowledge validation, I)} END 

TEXT PARAGRAPH STRUCTURE 
BEGIN 

{" if you want to be exempted from one ore more training units, you must fill an application form. 
The form will include the obtained certificates and the official training program", 
"We wish to offer the opportunity to every student that has been working since at least 5 years 
an exempt from one or more training units that are adequate with the wished training. 
If you satisfy the conditions, you have to fill an application form "} 

END 
LIST STRUCTURE 

BEGIN {{academic knowledge validation, I), (professional knowledge validation, 2)} END 
PAGE END. 

PAGE DESCRIPTION: Pl,9 
PAGE BEGIN 

TIlLE STR UCTURE 
PAGE TIlLE: training units; 
PARAGRAPH TITLE BEGIN {(content of unit 1 , I), {(goal, 2), (program, 2), (references, 2)} END 

TEXT PARAGRAPH STRUCTURE 
BEGIN 

{"objective text", "program text", "bibliogrdphytext2"} 
END 

PAGE END. 

Figure 17. Description of the pages of SITEI (continued) 
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